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After decl1ntion of Final Merit for: Graduate and Post-Graduate counes the sequence of 

admission process will be as follows.: 
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The student will generate the provisional admission letter from GCAS Portal and take its print-out. 
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The student will report to the Department/College/Institute, along with the 

Provisional admission letter & original documents. 
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The Documents and Eligibility will be verified by Department/College/Institute. 
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If, during the verification of Documents and Eligibility, any infonnation is found incorrect 

rendering the student Not Eligible for admission, he/she will be out of the admission procedure. 
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If all Documents and Eligibility are found Ok: 
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For Department only 
The Department will admit the student (by using 
the admission confirmation page on the 
University portal and GCAS portal on 
Admission Allotment page) and the link for 
online payment will be activated in the student's 
login. The student has to pay the fees and report, 
along with the payment slip, to the Department 
(The Freeship Card provision is to be taken into 
consideration wherever applicable.) 
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For Affiliated College/Institute only 
Affiliated College/Institute will admit the 
student (by using the Admission Allotment 
page on the GCAS portal), the College/ 
Institute will be instructed him/her to pay the 
fees in the stipulated payment mode. 
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